
IAIN’s LOCKDOWN WALKS 

No. 11 CLAVERDON FROM WOOTTON WAWEN 

Either travel by train to Wooton Wawen (WW) station (request stop), the X20 bus from 

Coventry and Solihull to WW Church or if travelling by car there are several options – park 

in Alcester Road, near the station, The Bull or Navigation pubs  (tell them you’re going for 

refreshments afterwards) at the Craft Centre (check it’s OK), or the pull-off in Pettiford 

Lane by the Green Lane canal bridge (4/5 spaces max). 

1. The walk starts in the Stratford Road by St Peters Parish Church in WW. Proceed along 

the Stratford Road towards Stratford and when Pettiford Lane is reached after 650m 

on your left take this until just past the Craft Centre then turn right along farm access 

road as far as canal bridge 53. Take the towpath left for about 850m to Green Lane 

Bridge 51 and go over canal bridge right to join the Monarchs Way. Proceed along 

path that goes towards and then up thru Austy Wood, ignoring path off to right after 

about 1.75km but continue for about 125m further and bear left with path out of the 

wood and along right-hand field boundary downhill and thru the farmyard of Cutler’s 

Farm and on reaching farm access road turn left past outdoor elevated model railway. 

The track bears right then heads uphill thru metal farm gate to another gate then 

descends past Chestnut Rise Farm until Kington Lane is reached after 1.75km. 

2. Turn right along Kington Lane (past two lonely gnomes on your left usually 

accompanied by free-range chickens) for about 250m and look for metal farm 

gate on left (see pic left). Hidden behind large tree to the left of this gate is a 

wooden gate, go thru and diagonally right across paddock to stile No. 1. 

Cross stile and head uphill past abandoned stile in middle of field, 

Hanging Wood on the left, to open metal farm gate in top left corner 

with stile No. 2 alongside. Go thru and diagonally across next field, 

following well-defined path towards the corner ahead and stile No. 3 back onto 

Kington Lane and turn left. Carry along the lane for about 180m and look for 

kissing gate at corner of field on your left (pic right). Go thru keeping to the left 

of small copse of trees then with fence on your right to kissing gate on edge of 

Hanging Wood. Continue on this heading for 750m initially along path, past 

redundant stile then an access track and just after Breach Farm at the T-junction 

turn right along Breach Lane. Continue past Claverdon Primary school on your right 

and on reaching junction soon afterwards bear right onto Langley Road. At T-

junction turn right and after about 250m look on your left for a green metal gate 

with waymarker leading to farm track (see pic left). 

3. Follow farm track downhill to kissing gate to left of metal farm gate, then footpath to 

another kissing gate (beware of some uneven bricks close to 2nd gate). After gate go 

half-right along well-defined path and shortly afterwards half right again and follow 

well-defined path along middle of field to metal gate in fence. Continue on this 

heading to wooden footbridge with metal gates either end. Continue along left-hand 

field boundary towards metal farm gate with pedestrian gate to left. Turn right along 

track briefly then take kissing gate by tree on your left and proceed along right-hand 

field boundary to kissing gate. Ignore waymarker and turn left into Langley Road and 

proceed towards Langley village. 
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4. Continue along road and just after left-hand bend, and opposite parish noticeboard, 

re-join Monarchs Way on your right between house and driveway to “August Hill”. 

Follow the farm track that then becomes a footpath along left-hand field boundary, 

which turns left thru field gap to reach a vantage point and junction of paths. Turn 

right, go thru field entrance then immediately left to follow left-hand field boundary. 

At next field follow well-defined path that initially turns right then curves left towards 

bottom of field and copse of trees. Upon reaching bottom of field turn left briefly and 

look for wooden gate on right. Go thru and emerge into field and go 

half-right to join farm track. Continue along track past farm gate until 

Cutler’s Farm is reached again. Turn left thru farmyard and retrace 

outward route uphill until just inside Austy Wood and upon reaching 

waymarker turn left down thru the wood (pic right), leaving the 

Monarchs Way. Follow path thru wood and emerge on edge of 

large field, turn right and initially follow right-hand edge of wood 

then follow waymarker on post across the middle of field on well-defined path 

(pic left). At end of field continue on heading thru small wooded area to wooden 

gate with stile No. 4 to left. 

5. Exit onto Stratford Road, cross with extreme caution and turn right along verge for 

about 300m, roughly opposite entrance to Austy Manor, next to a farm gate is gate. 

Go diagonally right on bearing of 310° towards gap in hedge marking boundary of field 

and stile No. 5. Maintain heading and to left of bleached trees and upon reaching 

Stratford canal turn briefly left then right thru metal gate and over bridge. There are 

three options: 

a. Return along towpath. Turn right and cross the 1813 built Wootton aqueduct, 

the towpath being uniquely level with the bottom of the trough. Continue to 

the next bridge 53 and leave towpath and turn left to retrace your steps. If you 

parked on the Pettiford Lane parking area near Green Lane bridge 51 remain 

on towpath for 875m then turn left. 

b. Take footpath towards church, which is closer to the bus stop and train 

station. After crossing bridge go straight ahead down track and turn left on 

reaching lane for about 100m and stile No. 6 on your right alongside metal farm 

gate take footpath along right-hand boundary and remain on this heading for 

about 250m then go half-right towards River Alne and cross footbridge. Go 

half-right thru field gap and follow well-defined path then track to the Stratford 

Road opposite the church. 

c. Take footpath towards Wootton Hall. After crossing bridge go straight ahead 

down track and turn right onto lane for 125m and look for wooden gate left, 

go thru cross wooden plank bridge and head half-right to farm track and 

continue to Stratford Road by Wootton Bridge. 

A visit to St Peters church in Wootton Wawen, the oldest in Warwickshire, is recommended. 

14.5 km (9 miles) 5 (6) stiles 

Iain Wells. Surveyed 9th June 2020 with assistance from Stuart and Jean Guy. 
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